Chromosomal translocations involve exchange of genetic material between nonhomologous chromosomes leading to the formation of a fusion gene with altered function.
23 Abstract 24 25 Chromosomal translocations involve exchange of genetic material between non-homologous 26 chromosomes leading to the formation of a fusion gene with altered function. The clinical 27 consequences of non-random and recurrent chromosomal translocations have been so well 28 understood in carcinogenesis that they serve as diagnostic and prognostic markers and also help 29 in therapy decisions, mainly in leukemia and lymphoma. However, the molecular mechanisms 30 underlying these recurrent genetic exchanges are yet to be understood. Various approaches 31 employed include the extent of the vicinity of the partner chromosomes in the nucleus, DNA 32 sequences at the breakpoints, etc. The present study addresses the stability of DNA sequences at 33 the breakpoint regions using in-silico approach in terms of physicochemical properties such as; 34 AT%, flexibility, melting temperature, enthalpy, entropy, stacking energy and free energy. 35 Changes in these properties may lead to instability of DNA which could affect gene expression 36 in particular and genome organization in general. Our study indicates that the fusion sequences 37 are comparatively more unstable and hence, more prone to breakage. Current study along with 38 others could lead to developing a model for predicting breakage prone genomic regions using 39 this novel in-silico approach. 10 . In the present study, we address the properties of the breakpoint region of the 87 chromosomes taking part in translocation as a possible factor playing a role in recurrent breakage 88 and reunion of two chromosomal sites. The chromosomal sites involved in translocation are 89 likely to play a role in translocation owing to their physicochemical properties such as AT%, 90 flexibility, melting temperature, enthalpy, entropy, stacking energy and free energy. This was 91 assessed along with a reference sequence that is flanking the breakpoint region. The information 92 regarding physicochemical properties of gene sequences taking part in translocation could 93 provide useful insights on the precise investigations of the mechanism of leukemogenesis.
95
96 The molecular and stochastic mechanism underlying the chromosomal translocations is still 97 speculative and requires further studies involving varied chromosomal regions. The 98 chromosomal translocations in leukemia are ideal candidates for such studies owing to the non-99 random and well-characterized breakpoints of the gene pairs that provide precise sequences for 100 investigation. The availability of various computational approaches has generated a number of 101 in-silico studies 11 . In one such study, a unique computational multi-parametric bio-informatics 102 methodology was employed for analysis of genomic sequences of breakpoint coordinates, which 103 provided some perspective of molecular mechanisms of DNA strand break during translocation 104 leading to epithelial carcinogenesis. This study led to the conceptualization of an algorithmic 105 program which may predict possible breakpoint in any given sequence of human genome 12 . 106 Appertaining to this prior study, we attempt to analyze the sequence properties of breakpoint 107 regions of chromosome pairs taking part in translocation in selected four cases of leukemia 108 subtypes that are known to be recurrent and also well characterized in terms of breakpoints. 109 Three of the translocation pairs are non-homologous chromosomes (9/22, 8/21, and 15/17); 110 whereas one translocation involves two different regions on the same chromosome on two 111 different arms (16p/16q). Unlike the first three cases, the fourth case is unique as in this case the 112 physical proximity of fusion partners is ascertained being on the same chromosome. 128 Retrieval of the fusion sequences of BCR-ABL, PML-RARA, AML-ETO, and CBFB-MYH11, 129 which are involved in the formation of fusion products, was done using TICdb 130 (www.unav.es/genetica/TICdb). The retrieved fusion sequences were entered in BLAT (BLAST-131 like Alignment Tool) query box (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). From the BLAT search results, the 132 ones showing maximum identity with reference sequence were selected. Maximum identity is 133 the extent of similarity that the fusion sequence shows with the reference sequence of the human 134 genome considered in the BLAT tool.
135 136 137 The UCSC genome browser was further used to retrieve 500 base pairs upstream and 138 downstream (a 1000 bp sequence) of the breakpoints of the fusion gene product for both the 139 partner chromosomes. Similarly, 50 base pairs upstream and downstream (a 100 bp sequence) of 140 each gene were retrieved. In order to compare the sequences involved in the formation of fusion 141 genes, exonic sequences of 1000 as well as 100 bp length were similarly retrieved for BCR, 142 ABL, PML, RARA, AML1, ETO, MYH11, and CBFB these were taken as 'control'. The physicochemical properties of breakpoint region are assumed to be responsible for the easy 148 breakage and reunion with the non-homologous partner sequence; hence we hypothesized that 149 the genomic regions neighboring the breakpoint of fusion sequences would be different in terms 150 of physicochemical properties and hence selected 50 bps downstream and upstream of 151 breakpoints of fusion sequence as internal controls. Similarly, in order to increase the sample 152 size, a similar exercise was also done using long stretches of genomic sequence i.e. 500 bp 153 upstream and downstream of breakpoints of fusion sequence as internal controls . 154 155 156 For the evaluation of the physicochemical properties of the fusion sequences obtained for all 157 eight genes, including their exonic sequences, DiProGB (http://diprogb.flileibniz.de/) was used. 158 The properties selected for evaluation were AT%, flexibility, melting temperature, enthalpy, 159 entropy, free energy and stacking energy. Melting temperature indicates the temperature at which half of the double-stranded DNA gets 205 converted to single-stranded DNA. Since A and T are linked with each other with double 206 hydrogen bonds, the DNA having higher AT content will have a relatively lower melting 207 temperature. Also, the temperature can directly determine the state of the structure of DNA and 208 thus greatly influence its flexibility 14, 15 . Our study correlates this decrease in the melting 209 temperatures with an increase in flexibility and AT content for the fusion sequences.
211
212 As the hydrogen bonding between A and T would not alone lead to DNA instability, the stacking 213 energy of the DNA could be taken into consideration. The stacking energy of the AT bases is 214 generally weaker than the GC base pairs. Due to this, the AT-rich regions have a lower melting 215 temperature as compared to the GC rich regions. The stacking energy hence can determine the 216 DNA stability and its disruption can contribute to decrease in melting temperature and also 217 change the thermal energy of the molecule. In our study, there was a significant decline in the 218 stacking energy of the fusion sequences when compared to the stacking energy of the control 16 .
220
221 Thermodynamics studies suggest that processes like the formation of double helix will happen 222 spontaneously only if they result in a net increase in entropy 17 . There are reports which indicate 223 that more negative the free energy is, more is the stability of the DNA. On the basis of the 224 relationship between standard free energy change (∆G), enthalpy (∆H°) and entropy (∆S°), given 225 by the equation, ∆G =∆H° -T∆S°, we assume that a net decrease in free energy may result 226 because of a decrease in enthalpy and entropy individually. Our results support this assumption; 227 however additional assessment on the thermodynamic properties of DNA in relation to its 228 structure needs to be carried out. The mechanism underlying chromosomal translocations remains under speculation and requires 234 advanced investigations. Based on our in-silico studies, the physicochemical parameters that are 235 known to affect DNA stability viz., AT%, flexibility, melting temperature, stacking energy, 236 enthalpy, entropy and free energy used for comparison of the sequences involved in formation of 237 fusion products with the controls manifested instability of the sequences flanking the breakpoint 238 regions. The overall decrease in AT% and flexibility and a gross increase in remaining properties 239 indicated that these sequences were found to be more prone to breakage. Extensive work carried 240 out in the direction of this novel approach could lead to the development of an in-silico 241 predictive model that aids in finding a particular genomic area or region that is prone to frequent 242 breakage. Oncology Reports, vol. 30, no. 5, Nov. 2013 , pp. 2011 3. Nambiar, Mridula, et al. Cancer, vol. 6, Aug. 2007 , p. 50. PubMed Central, doi:10.1186 /1476 12. Daga, Aditi, et al. 
